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1   Overview

NXP has launched a solution development kit named SLN-TLHMI-IOT that focuses on smart HMI applications.
It enables smart HMI with ML vision, voice, and graphics UI implemented on one NXP i.MX RT117H MCU.
Based on the SDK, the solution software is constructed on a design called framework that supports flexible
designs and customization of vision and voice functions. To help users to use the software platform better, some
basic documents are provided, for example, the software development user guide. The guide introduces the
basic software design and architecture of the applications covering all components of the solution including the
framework to help the developers more easily and efficiently implement their applications using the SLN-TLHMI-
IOT.

For more details about the solution and relevant documents, visit the web page of the NXP EdgeReady Smart
HMI Solution Based on i.MX RT117H with ML Vision, Voice, and Graphical UI.

However, it is still not so easy for the developers to implement their smart HMI applications referring to these
basic guides. A series of application notes are planned to help study the development on the framework step
by step. This application note is based on Implement LVGL GUI Camera Preview on Framework (document
AN14147).

This application note describes how to enable the AI&ML vision algorithm model for face recognition on the
framework to implement the face recognition function via camera preview on the GUI screen with a simple LVGL
GUI example on the SLN-TLHMI-IOT board.

In the application note, the example presents an LVGL GUI screen with a camera preview and some buttons
to trigger face registration, recognition, and removal. The registered face data is stored on Flash via a little file
system.

At a high level, the application note contains the below contents:

• Enable the face recognition feature on the framework.
• Add face database support on the framework via file system on Flash.
• Implement the LVGL GUI app.

Through the above introductions, this document helps the developers to:

• Understand the framework and the smart HMI solution software more deeply.
• Develop their AI&ML face recognition on framework with the LVGL GUI app.

1.1  Framework overview
The solution software is primarily designed around the use of the framework architecture that is composed of
several different parts:

• Device managers – the core part
• Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) Devices
• Messages/Events

As shown in Figure 1, the overview of the mechanism of the framework is:

Device managers are responsible for managing devices used by the system. Each device type (input, output,
and so on) has its own type-specific device manager. With a device manager starting after the devices being
registered to it, it waits and checks a message to transfer data to the devices and other managers after
initializing and starting the registered devices.

The HAL devices are written on top of the lower-level driver code, helping to increase code understandability by
abstracting many of the underlying details.
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Events are a means by which information is communicated between different devices via their managers. When
an event is triggered, the device that first received the event communicates that event to its manager, then in
turn it notifies other managers designated to receive the event.
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Figure 1. Smart HMI SW architecture on framework

The architectural design of the framework was centered on three primary goals:

1. Ease-of-use
2. Flexibility/Portability
3. Performance

The framework is designed with the goal of speeding up the time to market for vision and other machine-
learning applications. To ensure a speedy time to market, it is critical that the software itself is easy to
understand and modify. Keeping this goal in mind, the architecture of the framework is easy to modify without
being restrictive, and without coming at the cost of performance.

For more details about the framework, see Smart HMI Software Development User Guide (document MCU-
SMHMI-SDUG).

1.2  Light and Versatile Graphics Library (LVGL)
LVGL (Light and Versatile Graphics Library) is a free and open-source graphics library providing everything
that you need to create an embedded GUI with easy-to-use graphical elements, beautiful visual effects and low
memory footprint.

1.3  GUI Guider
GUI Guider is a user-friendly graphical user interface development tool from NXP that enables rapid
development of high quality displays with the open-source LVGL graphics library. GUI Guider's drag-and-drop
editor makes it easy to use many features of LVGL such as widgets, animations, and styles to create a GUI with
minimal or no coding at all.
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With the click of a button, you can run your application in a simulated environment or export it to a target project.
Generated code from GUI Guider can easily be added to your project, accelerating the development process
and allowing you to seamlessly add an embedded user interface to your application.

GUI Guider is free to use with NXP’s general purpose and crossover MCUs and includes built-in project
templates for several supported platforms.

To learn more about LVGL and GUI development on GUI Guider, check Light and Versatile Graphics Library
and GUI Guider.

2   Development environment

First, prepare and set up the hardware and software environment for implementing the example on the
framework.

Hardware environment

The hardware environment is set up for verifying the example:

• The smart HMI development kit based on NXP i.MX RT117H (the SLN_TLHMI_IOT kit)
• SEGGER J-Link with a 9-pin Cortex-M adapter and V7.84a or a newer version of the driver

Software environment

The software environment is set up for developing the example:

• MCUXpresso IDE V11.7.0
• GUI Guider V1.6.1-GA
• lvgl_gui_camera_preview_cm7 – example code of the second application note as the basis software of

the development. For details, see: https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/appcodehub.
• RT1170 SDK V2.13.0 – as the code resource for the development.
• SLN-TLHMI-IOT software V1.1.2 – smart HMI source code released on the NXP GitHub repository as the

code resource for the development. For details, see: GitHub - NXP/mcu-smhmi at v1.1.2

For details about the acquirement and setup of the software environment, see: Getting Started with the SLN-
TLHMI-IOT.

3   Vision architecture on framework

The vision architecture on the framework is shown in Figure 2. The vision algo HAL (OASIS_HAL) has the below
processes:

• Do face registration and recognition through the AI&ML vision algorithm model after receiving the related
events from the output UI HAL. Notify the inference results from the algorithm model to the output UI HAL.

• Accesses (add, delete…) the face feature database based on the little file system by calling the APIs of
FaceDB HAL after receiving the related events from the output UI HAL.

• Request the camera video frame from the camera HAL when doing face registration and recognition.
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Figure 2. Vision architecture

4   Implement face recognition on framework

The LVGL GUI face recognition example (the example is provided later) on the framework is implemented
based on the example codes of Implement LVGL GUI Camera Preview on Framework (document AN14147).

For demonstrating the face recognition in the example, the basic function of the GUI app (see the main screen
in Figure 3) is designed as described below:

• The GUI app triggers the face registration or recognition event to the output UI HAL when clicking the button
Registration or Recognition. And the output UI HAL notifies the event of adding a user to the vision algo
HAL after the face registration is successful.

• The GUI app triggers the event of deleting a user to the output UI HAL when clicking the button Delete User
after the face of the user is recognized.

• The GUI app triggers the event of stopping the oasis algo running to the output UI HAL when clicking the
screen outside the buttons and images.

Figure 3. LVGL GUI face recognition app main screen

SW Preparations
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Prepare the software package for the implementation of the example.

• Clone the base software lvgl_gui_camera_preview_cm7. Change the project name and the main
filename to lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.

• The framework is needed to be updated in the software as the source codes for the framework core have
started to be public on GitHub from the version 1.1.2.

• Replace the framework folder with the copy of V1.1.2 from GitHub except for the files fwk_log.h and
fwk_common.h under inc\ as they have been modified for the series of application note. The operations are
shown in Figure 4:

copy replace

1

2

copy

copy

replace

replace

Figure 4. Update framework

• Delete the folder framework_cm7 under the libs group and remove the library framework_cm7 and its
search path configured in Project > Properties > C/C++ Build > settings > Tool Settings
> MCU C++ Linker > Libraries since the source code of the core is provided.

4.1  Enable face recognition feature on framework
The face recognition feature is built on the ML vision algorithm model provided as a static library – an oasis lite
runtime library by NXP. The library is a tiny, highly efficient, customized, and optimized AI library. The model
includes face detection, face recognition, glass detection, and liveness detection.

It mainly provides the API OASISLT_run_extended() to run the face recognition pipeline while updating
results to the caller through event callbacks, and add/update/delete faces in the database through the face
database callbacks after specifying the source frame information, callbacks, and memory pool used by the
library by calling another API OASISLT_init() on initialization.

The calling of the APIs and the callback functions are implemented in the vision algo HAL of the framework.

4.1.1  Add vision algo model library

1. Copy folder oasis containing the library and the related header file from smart HMI\coffee_machine
\cm7\libs\ into the folder libs of the example SW.

2. Add the search path of the header file in Project > Properties > C/C++ Build > settings >
Tool Settings > MCU C compiler > Includes and MCU C++ compiler > Includes:

"${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/libs/oasis/include}"
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3. Add the lib and its search path on Project > Properties > C/C++ Build > settings > MCU C+
+ Linker > Libraries:

liboasis_lite2D_DEFAULT_117f_ae.a
"${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/libs/oasis}"

and the macro definition to enable the feature on Project > Properties > C/C++ Build >
settings > Tool Settings > MCU C compiler > Preprocessor and MCU C++ compiler >
Preprocessor:

SMART_TLHMI_2D

4.1.2  Enable vision algo HAL

The vision algo HAL drives the vision algo model to work and responds the results to the UI output HAL after
receiving the events from it.

To enable it, clone the existed similar HAL driver file where the below functions are implemented:

• Implement the callbacks of face database operations and events handling.
• Drive the vision algo to work by calling the APIs of the oasis library.
• Access user face database and app database (it is not needed in the example).
• Receive events from and send results to output UI HAL.

The major works to implement the HAL for the example are:

• Clone the existed similar HAL driver file and change the related names.
• Remove the codes related to the app data operations.
• Update the definitions and functions for handling the events from the output UI HAL per the example design.
• Add the configurations required in oasis initialization.

The detailed steps are as below:

1. Clone hal_vision_algo_oasis_coffeemachine.c. Change the filename to
hal_vision_algo_oasis_guifacerec.c. And replace all strings CoffeeMachine with GUIFaceRec
in the file.

2. Remove the codes containing the string coffeedb (not case sensitive) related to the app database, for
example, #include hal_sln_coffeedb.h.

3. Modify the function HAL_VisionAlgoDev_OasisGUIFaceRec_InputNotify() for handling the events
from the output UI HAL.
• Change the event definition kEventFaceRecId_RegisterCoffeeSelection to
kEventFaceRecId_RegisterUserFace and the structure string regCoffeeSelection to
regGUIFaceRec for the event handling to add new face feature data to the database.

• To show the standard process of the face recognition actions in the example, modify the handling in the
case of kEventFaceRecID_OasisSetState with the definitions of the states:

kOASISLiteState_Registration
kOASISLiteState_Recognition
kOASISLiteState_Stopped

4. Add and modify the definitions of the events mentioned in the above step.
• Copy the header file smart_tlhmi_event_descriptor.h from smart HMI\coffee_machine
\cm7\source\event_handlers\ into the folder source of the example SW. Update the file as below:

• Change the event definition kEventFaceRecId_RegisterCoffeeSelection to
kEventFaceRecId_RegisterUserFace in the enum type _event_smart_tlhmi_id and the
structure string regCoffeeSelection to regGUIFaceRec in the struct _event_smart_tlhmi.
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So, change the struct register_coffee_selection_event_t for regCoffeeSelection to
register_gui_facerec_event_t.

• Delete the else contents used for the coffee machine app, for example, the code line about voice:
#include "hal_event_descriptor_voice.h".

• Add the types kOASISLiteState_Stopped and kOASISLiteState_Running to the enum type
oasis_lite_state_t in hal_vision_algo.h under framework>hal>vision in the project as
below:

typedef enum _oasis_lite_state
{
    kOASISLiteState_Running,
    kOASISLiteState_Stopped,
    kOASISLiteState_Recognition,
    kOASISLiteState_Registration,
    kOASISLiteState_DeRegistration,
    kOASISLiteState_RemoteRegistration,
    kOASISLiteState_Count
} oasis_lite_state_t;                                  

• Use the above updated struct oasis_lite_state_t to refine the struct oasis_state_event_t in
hal_event_descriptor_face_rec.h under framework>hal>vision in the project as below:

typedef struct _oasis_state_event_t
{
    oasis_lite_state_t state;
} oasis_state_event_t;        

5. Change all kEventInfo_Remote to kEventInfo_Local for sending events from the vision algo HAL to
other HALs running on the same core as single core instead of dual-core is used in the example.

6. Add and modify the below configurations for oasis initialization in OASISLT_init():
• Add the macro definitions and memory sections for the video frame in board_define.h:

#define OASIS_RGB_FRAME_WIDTH      800
#define OASIS_RGB_FRAME_HEIGHT    600
#define OASIS_RGB_FRAME_SRC_FORMAT kPixelFormat_YUV1P444_RGB
#define OASIS_RGB_FRAME_BYTE_PER_PIXEL 3

#define AT_FB_SHMEM_SECTION_ALIGN(var, alignbytes) \
    __attribute__((section(".bss.$fb_sh_mem,\"aw\",%nobits @"))) var
 __attribute__((aligned(alignbytes)))

• Config the memory assignment to the above memory section fb_sh_mem on Project > Properties
> C/C++ Build > MCU Settings shown in Figure 5:
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Figure 5. Memory assignment to the section fb_sh_mem
• Declare the global variable g_DTCOPBuf in lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.cpp:

AT_NONCACHEABLE_SECTION_ALIGN_DTC
(uint8_t g_DTCOPBuf[DTC_OPTIMIZE_BUFFER_SIZE], 4);

• Continue to add the definitions used in the above variable:
• Define the above section in board_define.h:

#define AT_NONCACHEABLE_SECTION_ALIGN_DTC(var, alignbytes) \
__attribute__((section(".bss.$SRAM_DTC_cm7,\"aw\",%nobits @"))) var
__attribute__((aligned(alignbytes)))      

• Include the header file hal_vision_algo.h containing the macro definition
DTC_OPTIMIZE_BUFFER_SIZE in app_config.h included in lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.cpp.

7. Set the variable s_debugOption to true for showing the progress status on face recognition.
8. Add the search path of the header files of the vision HAL on Project > Properties >C/C++ Build

> settings > Tool Settings > MCU C compiler > Includes and MCU C++ compiler >
Includes:

"${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/framework/hal/vision}"

9. Add the below definition to enable vision algo HAL in board_define.h:

#define ENABLE_VISIONALGO_DEV_Oasis_GUIFaceRec

4.1.3  Enable output UI HAL

The output UI HAL notifies the events to the vision algo HAL and responds to the inference results from the
vision algo HAL. With the GUI app, the events are generally triggered by the app and the results are shown on
the app.

To enable it, clone the existed similar HAL driver file where generally the below functions are implemented:

• Notify the events for face recognition and database access.
• Implement the callbacks for the GUI app to trigger the events.
• Handle the inference results from the vision algo module.
• Show the process and results of the events handling on the UI by the progress bar controlled with the timers

and face guide rectangle.

The major works to implement the HAL for the example used in this document are:

• Clone the existed similar HAL driver file and change the related names.
• Remove the codes related to the app.
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• Update the functions for the events notification and results response per the example design.
• Add the callbacks for the GUI app to trigger the events.

The detailed steps are as below:

1. Clone hal_output_ui_coffee_machine.c. Change the filename to hal_
output_ui_guifacerec.c.

2. Replace all strings CoffeeMachine with GUIFaceRec in the file.
3. Remove the codes related to the app – coffee machine.

• Remove the functions WakeUp() and _StandBy() and the related codes (may search the string
wake_up and standby for them).

• Remove preview mode events handling related codes in HAL_OutputDev_UiGUIFaceRec_Input
Notify().

• Remove the functions UI_xxx_Callback() and the codes containing the string gui_ and screen
related to the GUI of the coffee machine except for gui_set_virtual_face() for the preview mode
feature.

• Remove all codes involved with the variables s_IsWaitingAnotherSelection and
s_IsWaitingRegisterSelection related to the coffee machine app.

• Remove the codes related to voice, audio, and language. For example:

#include "hal_voice_algo_asr_local.h",
#include "hal_event_descriptor_voice.h"

4. For the various events notification, implement the new functions _OutputManagerNotify(),
_SetFaceRec(), _RegisterGUIFaceRec(), and DeregisterGUIFaceRec() referring to the functions
_StopFaceRec(), _RegisterCoffeeSelection(), and DeregisterCoffeeSelection() before
deleting them.
• The _OutputManagerNotify() implements the basic event output function to send an event to the

vision algo HAL. The below functions call it to send their own events.
• The _SetFaceRec() sends the event kEventFaceRecID_OasisSetState to trigger the vision algo

for face registration, recognition, and stop the algo.
• The _RegisterGUIFaceRec() sends the event kEventFaceRecId_RegisterGUIFaceRec that

is defined in smart_tlhmi_event_descriptor.h to add face feature data to the database when
registration OK.

• The DeregisterGUIFaceRec() sends the event kEventFaceRecID_DelUser to delete the face
feature data from the database when passing the face recognition.

5. Update the codes to take the corresponding actions including refresh the GUI by calling the APIs
from the LVGL GUI app for the inference results of face registration and recognition in the function
_InferComplete_Vision() per the example’s design. For example, when face registration is
successful,
• Stop showing the progress by calling _FaceRecProcess_Stop();
• Stop the face registration by calling _SetFaceRec(kOASISLiteState_Stopped);
• Show the successful result on the GUI: gui_show_face_rec_result(kFaceRecResult_OK,
s_UserId);

• Register the face data to the database: _RegisterUserFace(s_UserId);
6. Add UI callback functions to handle the events: preview, face registration, recognition, and deleting user

triggered from the GUI. For example, the face registration callback:

void UI_Registration_Callback()
{
 _SetFaceRec(kOASISLiteState_Registration);
 _FaceRecProcess_Start();
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}         

• And add the functions _FaceRecProcess_Start() and _FaceRecProcess_Stop() to show the
progress and status in the different events and results.

• Update the timer ISR callback function _SessionTimer_Callback() to handle the case of time-out by
calling:

gui_show_face_rec_result(kFaceRecResult_TimeOut,
                            s_UserId); 

7. Add the below definitions to enable UI output HAL in board_define.h:

#define ENABLE_OUTPUT_DEV_UiGUIFaceRec

Notice:

To present the face recognition feature better, keep the function to show the process and results of face
recognition in the output UI HAL. The function is described as below:

• The face guide rectangle shows blue, and the progress bar shows the progress when starting the face
registration or recognition.

• The face guide rectangle shows red when face registration is successful.
• The face guide rectangle shows green when face recognition is successful.
• The face guide rectangle keeps blue, and the progress bar shows full progress when the action is

unsuccessful after the timer expiration. At that point, stop the face registration or recognition.

The progress bar and face guide rectangle are presented as the icons that are built into the resource binary
file to be programmed into Flash. The pointers to the icons data on SDRAM are set up in the function
LoadIcons(APP_ICONS_BASE) called on the output UI HAL device initialization in the output UI HAL. It must
implement the icons support for the function.

4.1.4  Implement the icons support

1. Build the resource combining the icons with the images used in the LVGL GUI app:
• Clone the four icon header files process_bar_240x14.h, virtual_face_blue_420x426.h,
virtual_face_green_420x426.h, and virtual_face_red_420x426.h from smart HMI
\coffee machine\resource\icons\ to the new folder icons under the resource folder of the
example SW.

• Add the search path for the four icon files in the camera_preview_resource.txt file in the resource
folder, for example: icon ../resource/icons/process_bar_240x14.h

• Execute camera_preview_resource_build.bat to build the images and icons resources to generate
the bin file camera_preview_resource.bin and the info file resource_information_table.txt
(See Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The info generated in resource_information_table.txt
2. Define the start address on SDRAM and the size of the icons in app_config.h. The address starts next to

the images of the GUI app. The size is generated in the info file.

#define APP_ICONS_BASE (APP_RES_SHMEM_BASE + 
                        APP_LVGL_IMGS_SIZE)
#define APP_ICONS_SIZE 0x107c40

3. Update the assigned size of the memory section named res_sh_mem to 0x200000 by redefining it in
app_config.h:

#define RES_SHMEM_TOTAL_SIZE 0x200000

and the corresponding setting in Project > Properties > C/C++ Build > MCU settings.
4. Add the icon size to the total size of the resource loaded from Flash to SDRAM in the function

APP_LoadResource() in the main file lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.cpp:

memcpy((void *)APP_LVGL_IMGS_BASE, pLvglImages, APP_LVGL_IMGS_SIZE +
                    APP_ICONS_SIZE);

Notice:  To complete the face recognition feature, the LVGL GUI app support is needed. The UI callback
functions in the output UI HAL are called by the LVGL GUI app for handling the events from the UI screen. On
the other hand, the output UI HAL calls the APIs from the LVGL GUI app to update the UI for showing the result
and status. The development of the LVGL GUI app is relatively independent and introduced in Section 4.3.

4.1.5  Start HAL devices and managers for face recognition

The enabled vision algo HAL and UI output HAL and their managers are started in the main file
lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.cpp following the conversions of development on the framework as below:

1. Include the header file related to the two HAL managers by adding the code line:

#include " fwk_output_manager.h "
#include "fwk_vision_algo_manager.h"

2. Declare the HAL devices:

HAL_VALGO_DEV_DECLARE(OasisGUIFaceRec);
HAL_OUTPUT_DEV_DECLARE(UiGUIFaceRec);

3. Register the HAL devices:

HAL_VALGO_DEV_REGISTER(OasisGUIFaceRec, ret);
HAL_OUTPUT_DEV_REGISTER(UiGUIFaceRec, ret);
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4. Initialize the managers:

FWK_MANAGER_INIT(VisionAlgoManager, ret);
FWK_MANAGER_INIT(OutputManager, ret);

5. Start the managers:

FWK_MANAGER_START(VisionAlgoManager, VISION_ALGO_MANAGER_TASK_PRIORITY, ret);
FWK_MANAGER_START(OutputManager, OUTPUT_MANAGER_TASK_PRIORITY, ret);

6. Define the priority of the manager tasks:

#define VISION_ALGO_MANAGER_TASK_PRIORITY 3
#define OUTPUT_MANAGER_TASK_PRIORITY 1

4.2  Add face database support on framework
The registered face feature data is accessed in the face database stored on Flash via a little file system. The
steps to add the face database support are described below.

4.2.1  Add drivers for Flash storage

Copy the Flash interface FlexSPI driver files fsl_flexspi.c and fsl_flexspi.h, and the data encryption
driver files fsl_caam.c and fsl_caam.h from the path SDK_2_13_0_MIMXRT1170-EVK\devices
\MIMRX1176\drivers\ to the drivers folder of the example SW.

4.2.2  Add board level support

1. Add the definitions of FlexSPI used for the Flash device on board in board.h:

#define BOARD_FLEXSPI    FLEXSPI1
#define BOARD_FLEXSPI_CLOCK  kCLOCK_FlexSpi1
#define BOARD_FLEXSPI_AMBA_BASE FlexSPI1_AMBA_BASE 

2. Copy the operators and configurations files of the Flash device flexspi_nor_flash_ops.c,
flexspi_nor_flash_ops.h, sln_flash_config.c, sln_flash_config_w25q256jvs.h,
andsln_flash_ops.h under the path smart HMI\coffee_machine\cm7\source\flash_config\
 to the folder board of the example SW.
• Uncheck “Exclude resource from build” in C/C++ Build > Settings after right-clicking on the files’

name and opening the Properties for enabling them to be built into the project.
3. Change the included header filename sln_flash_config.h to sln_flash_config_w25q256jvs.h in

sln_flash_config.c and flexspi_nor_flash_ops.h.
4. Set the FlexSPI1 clock source in the file clock_config.c referring to the coffee machine app.

4.2.3  Add adapter and middle level support

1. Copy the files sln_flash.c, sln_flash.h, sln_encrypt.c, and sln_encrypt.h as adapter drivers
for the file system and app from the path of smart HMI\coffee_machine\cm7\source\ to the folder
source of the example. Update the new files:
• Uncheck “Exclude resource from build” on them for building.
• Change all the included header file name sln_flash_config.h to
sln_flash_config_w25q256jvs.h.

2. Copy the folder filesystem containing the APIs for the little filesystem and HAL driver from smart HMI
\coffee_machine\cm7\source\ to the example SW. And update for the new folder:
• Uncheck “Exclude resource from build” on it for building.
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• Add the include path for it in project settings: “${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/filesystem}”
• Change the included header file name sln_flash_config.h to sln_flash_config_w25q256jvs.h

and fica_definition.h to app_config.h in the file sln_flash_littlefs.h.
3. Copy the folder littlefs containing the middle ware – little filesystem from the path SDK_2_13_0_

MIMXRT1170-EVK\middleware\ to the example SW. And update the new folder:
• Uncheck “Exclude resource from build” on it for building.
• Add the include path for it in project settings:

"${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/littlefs}"

4.2.4  Add HAL drivers

There are two HAL devices - file system and face database HAL supported for the database access feature
and they are already implemented in the framework without any change. Enable them by adding the below
definitions in board_define.h:

#define ENABLE_FLASH_DEV_Littlefs
#define ENABLE_FACEDB

And change the face database name for the example:

#define OASIS_FACE_DB_DIR "oasis_gui_face_rec"

4.2.5  Add app level support

1. Update the main file lvgl_gui_face_rec_cm7.cpp:
• Include the header file related to the Flash file system HAL manager by adding the code line: #include
"fwk_flash.h"

• Declare and register file system HAL device:

HAL_FLASH_DEV_DECLARE(Littlefs);
HAL_FLASH_DEV_REGISTER(Littlefs, ret);

Note:  The file system HAL device must be registered before all device managers are initialized in the
function APP_InitFramework().

• Call the function BOARD_ConfigMPU() in APP_BoardInit() to config MPU.
2. Set the file system assignment on Flash in the file app_config.h by defining the macro definitions used in

the file sln_flash_littlefs.h:

#define FICA_IMG_FILE_SYS_ADDR (FLASH_IMG_SIZE + RES_SHMEM_TOTAL_SIZE)
#define FICA_FILE_SYS_SIZE (0x280000)

4.2.6  Configurations

Some Flash-related codes are executed in the SRAM ITC area for enough performance. Copy the folder
linkscripts containing the linker configurations from the path smart HMI\coffee_machine\cm7\ to the
example SW.

4.3  Implement a LVGL GUI app
The development of a LVGL GUI app based on framework calls the APIs from output UI HAL and provides the
APIs to output UI HAL (See Section 4.1.3 for the implementation of output UI HAL).
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However, the detailed implementation of a LVGL GUI app depends on the requirements and design of the
application. The GUI app in this example is designed as described at the beginning of the section Section 4.

Below is the implementation introductions:

1. The customized codes are implemented in the custom.c and custom.h given by GUI Guider as the
interface between the GUI Guider project and the embedded system project.
• Add the new functions named gui_xxx() in custom.c to achieve the below functions:

– For output UI HAL and GUI app to update UI.
– For GUI app to trigger events by calling UI callback functions from output UI HAL.

For example, the new function gui_event_face_rec_action() calls UI callback functions to handle
one of the events of face registration, face recognition and deleting user triggered from the GUI app when
the related button is clicked.
Note:  The function gui_set_virtual_face() called in output UI HAL for preview mode needs to be
implemented in custom.c:
• Clone function gui_set_virtual_face() from smart HMI\coffee_machine\cm4\custom
\custom.c.

• Change the widget’s name home_img_cameraPreview to screen_img_camera_preview in the
function.

• Implement the UI callback functions with the same prototype to all the ones in output UI HAL under the
control of the macro definition #ifndef RT_PLATFORM in custom.c for being compatible with the GUI
Guider project because these functions in output UI HAL are dependent with the embedded platform. In
custom.c, they depend on the simulator on GUI guider and are independent to the embedded platform.
For example, the face registration callback is implemented as below for the GUI Guider simulator running:

#ifndef RT_PLATFORM
void UI_Registration_Callback()
{
  gui_hide_del_user_btn(true);
  s_InAction = false;
  return;
}                          

Note:  Refer to the same prototype of the function introduced in step 6 of Section 4.1.3
The macro definition RT_PLATFORM is set on the project settings of MCUXpresso as shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7. The setup of macro definition “RT_PLATFORM” on project settings
• Declare all the functions named UI_xxx_Callback() and gui_xxx() in custom.h and add
custom.h included in smart_tlhmi_event_descriptor.h to share the GUI APIs to UI output HAL.

2. Develop the GUI on GUI Guider:
• Clone the folder camera preview containing the GUI Guider project software in the folder gui_guider

in the base software package lvgl_gui_camera_preview_cm7. Change the related name
camera_preview to face_rec for the new example.

• Copy the above updated custom.c and custom.h to the new GUI Guider project software.
• Open the new face_rec project on GUI Guider. Update as below:

– Add the new button labeled Delete User. Add the flag Hidden to it so that the button will be hidden
when the GUI app starts up.

– Add the code line of calling the API gui_event_face_rec_action() with different event ID
parameter on the “Released” trigger in the Event Setting of all the buttons Registration, Recognition
and Delete User for triggering the events of face registration, face recognition and deleting user.
Figure 8 shows the code for the event of the button Registriation:

click

Figure 8. Coding for the event of the button “Registration”
3. Update the generated code from GUI Guider to the MCUXpresso project.

• Replace the contents except for the folder images in the folder generated of the MCUXpresso project
SW with the corresponding ones in the folder generated of GUI Guider project SW.

Note:  For more details about the modifications introduced above, check the example software at: https://
mcuxpresso.nxp.com/appcodehub.
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5   Verifications with the example project

To get the example software package containing the resources and tools for this application note, visit: https://
mcuxpresso.nxp.com/appcodehub.

Open the example project on MCUXpresso IDE. Build and program the .axf file to the address 0x30000000
and program the resource bin file camera_preview_resource.bin to the address 0x30800000.

The LVGL GUI face recognition example works normally as below:

• Preview: With power up, the video streams captured by the camera shows on the specific area of camera
preview on the GUI screen. The status label displays “Preview…”. For details, see Figure 3. The button
Delete User is hidden. When clicking the area outside the buttons and images, it shows the preview state as
the above after the face registration or recognition action ends.

• Registration:
– Startup: When the Registration button is clicked, the face registration starts. The status label changes

to display “Registration…”, the face guide rectangle shows blue, and the progress bar starts showing the
progress. Make sure the user’s face showing into the blue face guide rectangle for registration.

– Success: The status label shows “Registration…OK” and the registered user ID number, the face guide
rectangle becomes red if the face registration is successful before the progress shows full on the bar.

– Failure -> Time out: The status label shows “Registration…Time out” if the face registration is still failed
when the progress shows full on the bar.

– Failure -> Duplication: The status label shows “Registration…Failed”, the face guide rectangle becomes
green if the registered face is recognized before the progress shows full on the bar.

• Recognition:
– Startup: When the Recognition button is clicked, the face recognition starts. The status label changes

to display “Recognition…”, the face guide rectangle shows blue, and the progress bar starts showing the
progress. Make sure the user’s face is shown into the blue face guide rectangle for registration.

– Success: The status label shows “Recognition…OK” and the recognized user ID number, the face guide
rectangle becomes green if the face recognition is successful before the progress shows full on the bar. At
the point, the button Delete User appears. It means that the user is allowed to be deleted only when it is
recognized.

– Failure: The status label shows “Recognition…Time out” if the face recognition is still failed when the
progress shows full on the bar.

• Delete User: When the button “Delete User” is clicked, after the face recognition is successful, the status
label changes to display “Delete User…OK” with the face guide rectangle becoming blue and the progress
showing full on the bar. The button Delete User is hidden again. The recognized face/user is deleted from the
database. It means this face/user cannot be recognized until is registered again.

6   Note about the source code in the document

Example code shown in this document has the following copyright and BSD-3-Clause license:

Copyright 2024 NXP Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials must be provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

7   Revision history

Document ID Release date Description

AN14263 v.1 19 April 2024 Initial version

Table 1. Revision history
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